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No Lord Desired - Audrey Ashwood 2019-06
A gentleman of noble descent. A young woman
who has renounced all noblemen. A secret that
may change everything. Lady Felicity knows
exactly what she does not want. Since she was
bitterly betrayed by a noble, she has vowed to
stay away from any blue-blooded man. Even for
Lord Layton, one of London's most sought-after
bachelors, she feels nothing but disdain, even
though both families would favour a marriage
between them. No 'peacocky' lord should, nor
will, ever conquer her heart - for that already
belongs to another man: To the brave, masked
stranger who steps into the ring in the sinful and
filthy drinking holes of Whitechapel. No one has
ever seen his face. Since he became Felicity's
saviour late at night in the city's dark depths,
the young woman has lost her heart, and a
marriage to Lord Layton is less likely than ever
before. When a threat emerges from Felicity's
past, her mysterious hero is the only one she can
turn to, and he becomes her closest ally... But
how will Lady Felicity react when she finds out
who is hiding behind the mask? Dramatic suspenseful - heart-warming. A sweet romance
novel by Audrey Ashwood that takes place in the
midst of the colourful Regency era. A Clean &
Wholesome Regency Romance with a dash of
suspense. If you like authentic women, romantic
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moments, and surprising fortunes, then you'll
love this delightful love story. Clean Regency
Romance Novel. No Cliffhanger.
A Reluctant Betrothal - Amanda Weaver
2016-09-26
From the seaside villas of France to the
sumptuous drawing rooms of London's Victorian
aristocracy comes a tale of star-crossed lovers
desperate to escape their irresistible—and
terribly inconvenient—passion When Grace
Godwyn is introduced to her soon-to-be fiancé's
closest friend, she can hardly keep from fainting.
The man whose angry gaze confronts her is none
other than the handsome stranger who came to
her aid in a dark French alleyway. The stranger
with whom she'd shared a moment of reckless
passion. And now, with a single word, he could
destroy her one chance for security. Julian St.
John, Lord Knighton, owes his friend too much to
allow him to fall into the clutches of a craven
fortune hunter. He knows all he needs to know
of Grace Godwyn: that she's the orphaned and
penniless daughter of a disgraced viscount; that
her lips taste incomparably sweet. There is no
way he is going to allow this marriage to take
place. Yet the more time Julian and Grace are
forced to spend in each other's company, the
more irresistible their desire grows—and the
more devastating the potential consequences.
Book three of the Grantham Girls series This
book is approximately 85,000 words One-click
with confidence. This title is part of the Carina
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Press Romance Promise: all the romance you're
looking for with an HEA/HFN. It's a promise!
So Wild A Heart - Candace Camp 2018-05-01
Generations ago, the Aincourt family was given a
title and land for their loyalty to the king. But
the former abbey they received came with a
price—a curse that no family member would
ever know happiness. Devin Aincourt, Earl of
Ravenscar, makes no apologies for who he is—a
drinker, a womanizer, a gambler. Having been
cast aside by his disapproving father years
before, Dev is content to live out his cursed life
in this hedonistic manner. Until his mother asks
him to make a bold move to restore the family
name and fortune: marry a rich American
heiress. Believing it will be a marriage in name
only, Dev agrees to marry Miranda. But he never
imagined that this feisty, unconventional
foreigner would have plans of her own: to
restore Blackwater, the old abbey, to its former
glory, to extricate Dev from the clutches of a
devious mistress and to win his heart for her
own. All while risking her own life to an
unknown enemy.
A Reputation for Notoriety - Diane Gaston
2013-06-01
Raising the stakes… As the unacknowledged son
of the lecherous Lord Westleigh, John "Rhys"
Rhysdale was forced to earn a crust gambling on
the streets. Now he owns the most thrilling new
gaming establishment in London. Witnessing
polite society's debauchery and excess every
night, Rhys prefers to live on its fringes, but a
mysterious masked lady tempts him into the
throng. Lady Celia Gale, known only as Madame
Fortune, matches Rhys card for card and kiss for
stolen kiss. But the stakes are raised when Rhys
discovers she's from the very world he
despises.…
The Lady Travelers Guide to Scoundrels and
Other Gentlemen - Victoria Alexander
2017-06-01
Embark on the breathtaking romantic
adventures of The Lady Travelers Society in the
brand-new series by #1 New York Times
bestselling author Victoria Alexander Really, it's
too much to expect any normal man to behave
like a staid accountant in order to inherit the
fortune he deserves to support the lifestyle of an
earl. So when Derek Saunders's favorite elderly
aunt and her ill-conceived—and possibly
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fraudulent—Lady Travelers Society loses one of
their members, what's a man to do but step up
to the challenge? Now he's escorting the world's
most maddening woman to the world's most
romantic city to find her missing relative. While
India Prendergast only suspects his organization
defrauds gullible travelers, she's certain a man
with as scandalous a reputation as Derek
Saunders cannot be trusted any farther than the
distance around his very broad shoulders. As she
struggles not to be distracted by his wicked
smile and the allure of Paris, instead of finding a
lost lady traveler, India just may lose her head,
her luggage and her heart. Free bonus story
included in this volume! Don't miss The Proper
Way to Stop a Wedding (in Seven Days or Less),
a The Lady Travelers Guide novella.
Ravishing the Heiress - Sherry Thomas
2012-07-03
Millicent understands the terms of her arranged
marriage all too well. She gets to be a Countess
by marrying an impoverished Earl. And in
return, the Earl Fitzhugh receives the benefit of
her vast wealth, saving his family from
bankruptcy. Because of her youth, they have
agreed to wait eight years before consummating
the marriage--and then, only to beget an heir.
After which, they will lead separate lives. It is a
most sensible arrangement. Except for one little
thing. Somehow Millie has fallen head over heels
in love with her husband. Her husband, who has
become her very best friend, but nothing
more...Her husband, who plans to reunite with
his childhood sweetheart, the beautiful and
newly widowed Isabella, as soon as he has
honored the pact with his wife... As the hour
they truly become husband-and-wife draws near,
both Millie and Fitzhugh must face the truth in
their hearts. Has their pact bred only a great
friendship--or has it, without either of them quite
noticing, given rise to a great love?
The Greatest Historical Romance Novels Samuel Richardson 2022-05-17
DigiCat Publishing presents to you the collection
of original regency romance novels - tales of
love, lust and pleasure. In the time when the
constraining customs and public scrutiny
prevailed, there were still rebellious female
writers who wrote about the true nature of
woman's passion. _x000D_ Content:_x000D_
Fantomina (Eliza Haywood)_x000D_ The History
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of Miss Betsy Thoughtless (Eliza
Haywood)_x000D_ The Fortunate Foundlings
(Eliza Haywood)_x000D_ Powder and Patch
(Georgette Heyer)_x000D_ The Black Moth: A
Romance of the XVIIIth Century (Georgette
Heyer)_x000D_ Belinda (Maria
Edgeworth)_x000D_ Patronage (Maria
Edgeworth)_x000D_ Dangerous Liaisons (Pierre
Choderlos de Laclos)_x000D_ Evelina (Fanny
Burney)_x000D_ Cecilia (Fanny Burney)_x000D_
Camilla (Fanny Burney)_x000D_ The Wanderer
(Fanny Burney)_x000D_ Mary: A Fiction (Mary
Wollstonecraft)_x000D_ Pride and Prejudice
(Jane Austen)_x000D_ Sense and Sensibility
(Jane Austen)_x000D_ Mansfield Park (Jane
Austen)_x000D_ Emma (Jane Austen)_x000D_
Persuasion (Jane Austen)_x000D_ Miss
Marjoribanks (Mrs. Olifant)_x000D_ Phoebe,
Junior (Mrs. Olifant)_x000D_ Vanity Fair
(William Makepeace Thackeray)_x000D_ Pamela
(Samuel Richardson)_x000D_ Anti-Pamela (Eliza
Haywood)_x000D_ Shamela (Henry Fielding)
The Greatest Historical Romance Novels of All
Time - Georgette Heyer 2021-02-16
e-artnow presents to you this meticulously
edited collection of historical novels, the
immortal tales of love, lust, pleasure and
betrayal._x000D_ Content:_x000D_ The Lady of
the Camellias (Alexandre Dumas)_x000D_ The
Portrait of a Lady (Henry James)_x000D_ The
Wings of the Dove (Henry James) _x000D_ Anna
Karenina (Leo Tolstoy)_x000D_ The Age of
Innocence (Edith Wharton)_x000D_ Jane Eyre
(Charlotte Brontë)_x000D_ Wuthering Heights
(Emily Brontë)_x000D_ The Tenant of Wildfell
Hall (Anne Brontë)_x000D_ Tess of the
d'Urbervilles (Thomas Hardy)_x000D_ Scarlet
Letter (Nathaniel Hawthorne)_x000D_ The
Miranda Trilogy (Grace Livingston Hill)_x000D_
Fantomina (Eliza Haywood)_x000D_ The History
of Miss Betsy Thoughtless (Eliza
Haywood)_x000D_ The Fortunate Foundlings
(Eliza Haywood)_x000D_ Powder and Patch
(Georgette Heyer)_x000D_ The Black Moth: A
Romance of the XVIIIth Century (Georgette
Heyer)_x000D_ Belinda (Maria
Edgeworth)_x000D_ Patronage (Maria
Edgeworth)_x000D_ Dangerous Liaisons (Pierre
Choderlos de Laclos)_x000D_ Evelina (Fanny
Burney)_x000D_ Cecilia (Fanny Burney)_x000D_
Camilla (Fanny Burney)_x000D_ The Wanderer
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(Fanny Burney)_x000D_ Mary: A Fiction (Mary
Wollstonecraft)_x000D_ Pride and Prejudice
(Jane Austen)_x000D_ Sense and Sensibility
(Jane Austen)_x000D_ Mansfield Park (Jane
Austen)_x000D_ Emma (Jane Austen)_x000D_
Persuasion (Jane Austen)_x000D_ Miss
Marjoribanks (Mrs. Olifant)_x000D_ Phoebe,
Junior (Mrs. Olifant)_x000D_ Vanity Fair
(William Makepeace Thackeray)_x000D_ Pamela
(Samuel Richardson)_x000D_ Anti-Pamela (Eliza
Haywood)_x000D_ Shamela (Henry Fielding)
No Lady For The Lord: A Sweet Regency
Romance - Collette Cameron 2021-04-07
She was only supposed to care for his
wards...not fall in love with him. He was a
carefree rogue... Lord Ronan Brockman had a
perfect life. Handsome, wealthy, and beholden to
no one, he was charmed. But that was before he
was unexpectedly named guardian to two young
girls-and before he met their fascinating
governess. Acting on his attraction to the witty
beauty would be utter madness. Unfortunately,
that doesn't seem to be enough to dissuade him
from pursuing her... She can never let her guard
down... Mercy Feathers knows more about
responsibility than a rogue like Ronan could ever
fathom. But to her great consternation, despite
his many flaws, she wants him with an allconsuming passion that's as shocking as it is
forbidden. It's just her misfortune that there's
only one way a relationship with him could endand it isn't with happily ever after... Is their love
enough? Can Ronan and Mercy overcome all
that stands between them-including the ghosts
of her past-and take a shot at true love? Only if
they're willing to open their hearts and break a
few rules... * Secrets, scandals, and sigh-worthy
romance. This sweet, wholesome historical
romance by a USA Today bestselling author will
have you cheering Ronan and Mercy on as you
escape into the past to cheer them on to their
much-deserved happily-ever-after. If you enjoy
reading lovable rogues, class difference, and
opposites attract clean historical romances with
a pinch of mystery and inspiration, a dash of
humor, and soul-searing emotion, then you'll
adore Collette Cameron's captivating
DAUGHTERS OF DESIRE (SCANDALOUS
LADIES) SERIES. Settle into your favorite
reading nook with your favorite beverage for a
page-turning, entertaining Regency world
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adventure you can't put down. Though this book
can easily be read as a stand-alone, most readers
prefer to read the series in order. DAUGHTERS
OF DESIRE: A Lady, A Kiss, A Christmas Wish
No Lady For The Lord Love Lessons For A Lady Coming Soon! His One And Only Lady - Coming
Soon! CHECK OUT COLLETTE'S OTHER
SERIES: Castle Brides Heart of a Scot Highland
Heather Romancing a Scot Seductive Scoundrels
The Blue Rose Regency Romances: The
Culpepper Misses The Honorable Rogues(R)
Wicked Earls' Club
Lady Emily's Escape - Sunny Brooks
2017-03-24
Welcome to the House of Catesby! A new
Regency Romance Series by bestselling author
Sunny Brooks! Though grown, nothing could
have prepared the children of the House of
Catesby for their father's untimely passing. With
the title of Lord Catesby suddenly thrust upon
the eldest son Francis, he is caught in a daze
between with his grief and his newfound
responsibility. Lady Emily Thurston desperately
needs her brother's help to escape from her
vicious husband, Victor. After mustering all her
strength to entrust Francis with the truth of her
life away from home, she must now confront the
reality that she will live in her own private
misery forever. But when all hope seems lost,
will an unexpected man enter the picture and
take on the challenge of rescuing Lady Emily?
With the unexpected arrival of her brother's
friend Lord Thomas Markham to her home,
Emily is unsure as to his intentions. However,
she quickly realizes that not only is she fiercely
drawn to him, but he may be her only hope of
getting out. Will Lady Emily and Lord Markham
be able to find a way to escape together? Or will
Victor use everything in his power to keep them
apart? AUTHOR'S NOTE: This is a stand-alone
story with a HEA ending! It is a clean historical
regency romance novel with no offensive
language. This is the 1st book in the House of
Catesby Historical Regency Series, which
follows the lives of each member of the Catesby
family. Each book is completely standalone and
they can be read in any order. I hope you come
along for the journey!
Christmas at Castle Dunrannoch Emmanuelle de Maupassant
“The curse is upon us! Beware the bagpipes!”
a-lord-for-every-lady-historical-romance-collection

Whenever the fearsome fetch of Camdyn
Dalreagh, first chieftain, plays a ghostly
rendition on the bagpipes, a death is close at
hand... so legend goes. But is the story of the
curse really true? Through the ages, Castle
Dunrannoch has been a place of intrigue,
ambition, and more than the occasional murder!
As the Christmas snow falls deep, our two
intrepid heroines, Flora and Ursula, face danger
within the ancient fortress walls. Can they
discover the truth before their loved ones meet a
grisly end? Two things are certain. No
lionhearted lady can turn a blind eye when there
is a mystery to be solved. And no laird's heart is
safe when our heroines sweep into action.
'Christmas at Castle Dunrannoch' features two
stories from the 'Lady's Guide' series: The Lady’s
Guide to a Highlander's Heart (an 'enemies to
lovers' historical romance) The Lady's Guide to
Mistletoe and Mayhem (an 'opposites attract'
historical romance) Heat level : passionate
Discover more in 'The Lady's Guide' series:
historical romance brimming with adventure,
mystery and intrigue. Each can be read as a
'stand alone' and in any order. Already available
for sale The Lady’s Guide to Scandal The Lady’s
Guide to Deception and Desire The Lady’s Guide
to Escaping Cannibals The Lady's Guide to
Tempting a Transylvanian Count Releasing
through 2023 and beyond The Lady's Guide to
Egyptian Curses The Lady’s Guide to Havoc in a
Harem 'The Lady's Guide' historical romance
series features stories with the following tropes
and themes: Fake Engagement Second chance
romance Opposites Attract Enemies to Lovers
Marriage of Convenience Matchmaking Forced
Proximity Desert island Snowed in Heiress
heroine Runaway Bride Bluestocking heroine
Heroine in disguise Archaeologist hero
Unexpected heir Warrior hero
The Greatest Historical Romance Novels Of
All Time - Alexandre Dumas 2021-05-07
Musaicum Books presents to you a collection of
the greatest tales of love, lust, pleasure and
betrayal throughout different epochs of the past.
Content: Fantomina (Eliza Haywood) The
History of Miss Betsy Thoughtless (Eliza
Haywood) The Fortunate Foundlings (Eliza
Haywood) Powder and Patch (Georgette Heyer)
The Black Moth: A Romance of the XVIIIth
Century (Georgette Heyer) Belinda (Maria
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Edgeworth) Patronage (Maria Edgeworth)
Dangerous Liaisons (Pierre Choderlos de Laclos)
Evelina (Fanny Burney) Cecilia (Fanny Burney)
Camilla (Fanny Burney) The Wanderer (Fanny
Burney) Mary: A Fiction (Mary Wollstonecraft)
Pride and Prejudice (Jane Austen) Sense and
Sensibility (Jane Austen) Mansfield Park (Jane
Austen) Emma (Jane Austen) Persuasion (Jane
Austen) Miss Marjoribanks (Mrs. Olifant)
Phoebe, Junior (Mrs. Olifant) Vanity Fair
(William Makepeace Thackeray) Pamela (Samuel
Richardson) Anti-Pamela (Eliza Haywood)
Shamela (Henry Fielding) The Lady of the
Camellias (Alexandre Dumas) The Portrait of a
Lady (Henry James) The Wings of the Dove
(Henry James) Anna Karenina (Leo Tolstoy) The
Age of Innocence (Edith Wharton) Jane Eyre
(Charlotte Brontë) Wuthering Heights (Emily
Brontë) The Tenant of Wildfell Hall (Anne
Brontë) Tess of the d'Urbervilles (Thomas
Hardy) Scarlet Letter (Nathaniel Hawthorne)
The Miranda Trilogy (Grace Livingston Hill)
Believe in Me - Ella Quinn 2019-02
Even the Worthington least likely to wed may
find her perfect match . . . Marriage has worked
out quite nicely for her older sisters, yet Lady
Augusta Vivers is certain it would end her
studies in languages and geography, and stop
her from travelling. But when her mother
thwarts her plan to attend the only university in
Europe that accepts women--in Italy--she is
forced to agree to one London Season. Spending
her time at parties proves an empty diversion-until she encounters the well-traveled Lord
Phineas Carter-Wood. Still, Europe awaits . . .
Phineas has studied architecture all over the
world, yet Augusta is his most intriguing
discovery yet. How can he resist a woman who
loves maps and far-off lands? But her longing for
all things foreign hinders any hope of courtship.
When he learns her cousins have offered a trip
to Europe, he secretly arranges to join their
party. For he is determined to show Augusta that
a real union is a thrilling adventure of its own.
And when their journey is beset by dangerous
obstacles, he gets far more opportunity than he
bargained for . . . Praise for Ella Quinn's The
Marquis and I "Romance builds in this satisfying,
memorable read, perfect for fans of Grace
Burrowes and Tessa Dare." --Booklist "A
surprising Regency romance that combines
a-lord-for-every-lady-historical-romance-collection

intelligence and intrigue for satisfying results." -Kirkus Reviews "Full of payoffs for longtime
readers while welcoming the new." --Publishers
Weekly
An Unconventional Woman to Restore His Faith Olivia Haywood 2022-05-15
She is a woman ahead of her time trying to
navigate a world that rejects her. He is an
honorable sheriff weighed down by
responsibilities. Will they follow the path God
has designed for them and allow their souls to
unite? "She looked into his eyes and knew that
God's plan is written in words of love and that
we all hear whispers of it when we listen to our
deepest, truest hearts." Lucille's greatest desire
is to honor her divine calling and help people by
practicing medicine. When her father, who
taught her everything, passes away though
Lucille is lost. Her only chance to work as a
doctor is to marry the sheriff of a neighboring
town for convenience. But Lucille never
anticipated to feel so attracted to her new
husband. How can she concentrate on her
practice when his magnetic presence threatens
to distract her from her goals? A woman doctor
sounds like a scandalous idea, but it's Nicholas's
last chance. He is a sheriff in a town infamous
for its criminality, and he has his hands full. The
only thing he has to do is agree to a marriage of
convenience and save his town. But the feisty
Lucille doesn't seem like any woman he has met
before in his entire life, and it's a daily
challenge. How will they come to terms when
the plan not to fall in love backfires on him? As
Lucile and Nicholas grow closer, they are
confronted by the bandits that will stop at
nothing to destroy the town and their happiness.
Will they get their happily ever after and
manage to find God's light before the darkness
tear them apart? ☆☆☆☆☆ "An Unconventional
Woman to Restore his Faith" is a stand-alone
Christian Historical Romance book with a
guaranteed happily ever after. If you like an
overlooked but determined heroine whose
prayers guide her in the harsh Old West, and she
experiences a heartfelt romance in an era where
the Lord's guidance is crucial, then you'll love
Olivia Haywood's inspiring book.Buy it now to
discover Lucille's romantic and inspiring story in
the Old West! Thank you! Get this Book FREE
With Kindle Unlimited!
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Prelude for a Lord - Camille Elliot 2014-08-05
An unconventional young woman. A haunted
young man. A forbidden instrument. Can their
love of music bring them together . . . or will it
tear them apart? Bath, England 1810 At twentyeight, Alethea Sutherton is past her prime for
courtship; but social mores have never been her
forté. She might be a lady, but she is first and
foremost a musician. In Regency England,
however, the violin is considered an
inappropriate instrument for a lady. Ostracized
by society for her passion, Alethea practices in
secret and waits for her chance to flee to the
Continent, where she can play without scandal.
But when a thief ’s interest in her violin
endangers her and her family, Alethea is
determined to discover the enigmatic origins of
her instrument … with the help of the dark,
brooding Lord Dommick. Scarred by war,
Dommick finds solace only in playing his violin.
He is persuaded to help Alethea, and discovers
an entirely new yearning in his soul. Alethea
finds her reluctant heart drawn to Dommick in
the sweetest of duets . . . just as the thief’s
desperation builds to a tragic crescendo . . .
Praise for Prelude for a Lord: “A vibrant, pageturning romance sure to delight fans of the
Regency Era.” – Sarah E. Ladd, award-winning
author of The Headmistress of Rosemere Sweet,
full-length Regency romance Will appeal to fans
of Bridgerton and Poldark Stand-alone novel
A Lady's Choice: A Clean & Sweet Regency
Historical Romance Book - Fanny Finch
2018-10-21
She has to marry at all costs before the season is
over. He has to ensure a wife for himself in order
not to lose everything he is about to inherit.
When they meet, their lives will never be the
same again..Emma Wentworth has a task to
complete. She has to marry before her father,
the Duke of Corning, passes away, so that her
family will prosper under the direction of her
future husband. Nigel Baldwin, the Duke of Lox,
has also been presented with a task. This is the
last season he has in order to marry and receive
his rightful inheritance before it
A Common Scandal - Amanda Weaver
2016-05-30
Finishing school taught Amelia Wheeler how to
put on a well-mannered performance—when
she's not bored and looking for trouble. Lady
a-lord-for-every-lady-historical-romance-collection

Grantham's is behind her and now it's time for
Amelia to keep her promise to her dying mother:
marry a title and leave her wild days behind.
That promise would be much easier to keep if
Nate Smythe hadn't just reappeared in a London
ballroom. The son of an impoverished sailor,
Nate—Natty, as he used to be called—has grown
up to become handsome, rich and polished. He
claims to be looking for a proper bride who can
advance his business interests, but that doesn't
stop him from seeking out Amelia every chance
he gets. Challenging her. Kissing her. Suddenly,
struggling against her simmering passion is the
least of Amelia's problems—one of her titled
suitors is hiding a desperate secret that could
stop Amelia from pleasing her parents or finding
happiness with Nate. As a weeklong house party
threatens to derail her hard-won future, Amelia
must decide: fight against disaster or act like the
lady she's promised to become? This book is
approximately 86,000 words Book two of The
Grantham Girls
Historical Romance Novels - Ultimate Collection
- Charlotte Brontë 2022-05-17
DigiCat Publishing presents to you this
meticulously edited collection of historical
novels, the immortal tales of love, lust, pleasure
and betrayal._x000D_ Content:_x000D_ The Lady
of the Camellias (Alexandre Dumas)_x000D_ The
Portrait of a Lady (Henry James)_x000D_ The
Wings of the Dove (Henry James) _x000D_ Anna
Karenina (Leo Tolstoy)_x000D_ The Age of
Innocence (Edith Wharton)_x000D_ Jane Eyre
(Charlotte Brontë)_x000D_ Wuthering Heights
(Emily Brontë)_x000D_ The Tenant of Wildfell
Hall (Anne Brontë)_x000D_ Tess of the
d'Urbervilles (Thomas Hardy)_x000D_ Scarlet
Letter (Nathaniel Hawthorne)_x000D_ The
Miranda Trilogy (Grace Livingston Hill)_x000D_
Fantomina (Eliza Haywood)_x000D_ The History
of Miss Betsy Thoughtless (Eliza
Haywood)_x000D_ The Fortunate Foundlings
(Eliza Haywood)_x000D_ Powder and Patch
(Georgette Heyer)_x000D_ The Black Moth: A
Romance of the XVIIIth Century (Georgette
Heyer)_x000D_ Belinda (Maria
Edgeworth)_x000D_ Patronage (Maria
Edgeworth)_x000D_ Dangerous Liaisons (Pierre
Choderlos de Laclos)_x000D_ Evelina (Fanny
Burney)_x000D_ Cecilia (Fanny Burney)_x000D_
Camilla (Fanny Burney)_x000D_ The Wanderer
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(Fanny Burney)_x000D_ Mary: A Fiction (Mary
Wollstonecraft)_x000D_ Pride and Prejudice
(Jane Austen)_x000D_ Sense and Sensibility
(Jane Austen)_x000D_ Mansfield Park (Jane
Austen)_x000D_ Emma (Jane Austen)_x000D_
Persuasion (Jane Austen)_x000D_ Miss
Marjoribanks (Mrs. Olifant)_x000D_ Phoebe,
Junior (Mrs. Olifant)_x000D_ Vanity Fair
(William Makepeace Thackeray)_x000D_ Pamela
(Samuel Richardson)_x000D_ Anti-Pamela (Eliza
Haywood)_x000D_ Shamela (Henry Fielding)
Every Woman's Encyclopaedia - 1912
A Lady for a Duke - Alexis Hall 2022-05-24
A lush, sweeping queer historical romance from
the USA Today bestselling author of Husband
Material—perfect for fans of Netflix’s
Bridgerton, Evie Dunmore, and Lisa Kleypas!
When Viola Carroll was presumed dead at
Waterloo she took the opportunity to live, at last,
as herself. But freedom does not come without a
price, and Viola paid for hers with the loss of her
wealth, her title, and her closest companion,
Justin de Vere, the Duke of Gracewood. Only
when their families reconnect, years after the
war, does Viola learn how deep that loss truly
was. Shattered without her, Gracewood has
retreated so far into grief that Viola barely
recognises her old friend in the lonely, brooding
man he has become. As Viola strives to bring
Gracewood back to himself, fresh desires give
new names to old feelings. Feelings that would
have been impossible once and may be
impossible still, but which Viola cannot deny.
Even if they cost her everything, all over again.
The Parterre of Poetry and Historical Romance 1836
Lady Saves the Duke - Annabelle Anders
2019-02-06
Miss Abigail Wright, disillusioned spinster, hides
her secret pain behind encouraging smiles and
optimistic laughter. Self-pity, she believes, is for
the truly wretched. So when her mother insists
she attend a house party—uninvited—she
determines to simply make the best of it…until
an unfortunate wardrobe malfunction. Alex
Cross, the "Duke of Ice," has more than earned
the nickname given him by the ton. He's given
up on happiness but will not reject sensual
pleasure. After all, a man has needs. The week
a-lord-for-every-lady-historical-romance-collection

ought to have been pleasantly uneventful for
both of them, with nature walks, parlor games,
and afternoon teas on the terrace…but for some
inferior stitchery on poor Abigail's bodice. And
now the duke is faced with a choice. Should he
make this mouse a respectable offer and then
abandon her to his country estate? She's rather
pathetic and harmless, really. Oughtn't to upset
his life whatsoever. His heart, however, is
another matter…
The Athenaeum - 1897
Lord of Pleasure - Erica Ridley 2017-05-02
In the Rogues to Riches historical romance
series, Cinderella stories aren’t just for
princesses… Sigh-worthy Regency rogues sweep
strong-willed young ladies into whirlwind
romance with rollicking adventure. Nondescript
“good girl” Miss Camellia Grenville only ever
opens her mouth when forced to sing at her
family’s musicales. That is, until the night she
infiltrates the ton’s most scandalous masquerade
ball on behalf of her sister, and finds herself in
the arms—and the bed—of the one man she’d
sworn to hate. Irresistibly arrogant and
unapologetically sensuous, infamous rake Lord
Wainwright always gets his way. When he
accepts a wager to turn his rakish image
respectable in just forty days, he never
anticipates falling for an anonymous masked
lover...or that discovering her identity would
destroy them both.
A Lord's Bargain - Tracey Devlyn 2022-08-20
In this fifth and final installment of Tracey
Devlyn's Nexus Spymasters series, readers will
cheer for this forbidden love and opposites
attract story between a ballroom spy and a
temporary governess who find common ground
while taming, er, caring for his surprise
daughter. Welcome to Nexus Spymasters, a
Regency historical romance series by USA Today
Bestselling author Tracey Devlyn. From
ballrooms to boudoirs, these daring lord and
lady spies will stop at nothing to win the war
against Napoleon and fight for the one thing
forbidden to them. . . love. A ballroom spy's
bleak existence sparks to life after hiring a
mysterious governess whose secrets stir his
curiosity and whose courage awakens his desire.
Marcus Keene, Lord Shevington, leads a life of
idleness and indulgence—or so he would have
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everyone believe. The illusion he has carefully
crafted to protect his country no longer holds
the same appeal it once did. His life takes a
dramatic turn when a scared and angry fiveyear-old girl—his daughter—appears on his
doorstep. After a long search, he finds the
perfect governess in Miss Crawford. One look at
Shev and the mysterious young woman refuses
the position, igniting his insatiable curiosity.
Anne Crawford has sworn to never work in a
bachelor household again, but circumstances
force her to accept the handsome marquess’s
offer of employment. As she navigates her young
charge’s turbulent emotions, Anne struggles to
conceal her own and risks exposing a decades’
old secret to the nobleman’s whose every
question feels like a forbidden caress. What
Anne does not understand is that mysteries are
like catnip to Shev. Irresistible. Much like the
governess herself. When a powerful French
noblewoman arrives to take his daughter away,
Shev is faced with the prospect of an empty
home once again and his heart’s desire slipping
from his grasp. First published in 2015 as Shev.
This remastered edition published in 2022.
Nexus Spymasters in series order: A Lady's
Revenge A Lady's Temptation A Lady's Secret A
Lord's Redemption A Lord's Bargain
Historical Romances of John Buchan - A
Lost Lady of Old Years, Witch Wood, Sir
Quixote of the Moors - John Buchan
2015-04-23
John Buchan is one of the finest writers of
historical romances, novels packed with
beautifully described landscapes and rich
powerful characters.
Romance Fiction - Kristin Ramsdell 2012
Presents a comprehensive guide for librarians
and readers' advisors, provides a brief history of
the romance novel, and offers reading lists and
subgenre definitions.
Current Opinion - 1918
Godey's Lady's Book - 1876
The Madness of Lord Ian Mackenzie - Jennifer
Ashley 2011-08-02
A woman is drawn to a dangerously intruiging
man in this unique historical romance from New
York Times bestselling author Jennifer Ashley. It
was whispered all through London Society that
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Ian Mackenzie was mad, that he’d spent his
youth in an asylum, and was not to be
trusted—especially with a lady. For the
reputation of any woman caught in his presence
was instantly ruined. Yet Beth found herself
inexorably drawn to the Scottish lord whose hint
of a brogue wrapped around her like silk and
whose touch could draw her into a world of
ecstasy. Despite his decadence and his
intimidating intelligence, she could see that he
needed help. Her help. Because suddenly the
only thing that made sense to her was…The
Madness of Lord Ian Mackenzie.
Love & Lust in Regency Novels: Collection
of Historical Romance Books - Jane Austen
2021-05-07
Musaicum Books presents to you this
meticulously edited romance ollection. Content:
Fantomina (Eliza Haywood) The History of Miss
Betsy Thoughtless (Eliza Haywood) The
Fortunate Foundlings (Eliza Haywood) Belinda
(Maria Edgeworth) Patronage (Maria
Edgeworth) Dangerous Liaisons (Pierre
Choderlos de Laclos) Evelina (Fanny Burney)
Cecilia (Fanny Burney) Camilla (Fanny Burney)
The Wanderer (Fanny Burney) Mary: A Fiction
(Mary Wollstonecraft) Pride and Prejudice (Jane
Austen) Sense and Sensibility (Jane Austen)
Mansfield Park (Jane Austen) Emma (Jane
Austen) Persuasion (Jane Austen) Miss
Marjoribanks (Mrs. Olifant) Phoebe, Junior (Mrs.
Olifant) Vanity Fair (William Makepeace
Thackeray) Pamela (Samuel Richardson) AntiPamela (Eliza Haywood) Shamela (Henry
Fielding) Powder and Patch (Georgette Heyer)
The Black Moth: A Romance of the XVIIIth
Century (Georgette Heyer)
The Forbidden Passion - Alexandre Dumas
2021-02-16
In the period when the constraining customs and
public scrutiny prevailed, there were still writers
who wrote about the true nature of woman's
passion. e-artnow presents to you the collection
of the greatest tales of love, lust, pleasure and
betrayal. _x000D_ Content:_x000D_ Fantomina
(Eliza Haywood)_x000D_ The History of Miss
Betsy Thoughtless (Eliza Haywood)_x000D_ The
Fortunate Foundlings (Eliza Haywood)_x000D_
Powder and Patch (Georgette Heyer)_x000D_
The Black Moth: A Romance of the XVIIIth
Century (Georgette Heyer)_x000D_ Belinda
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(Maria Edgeworth)_x000D_ Patronage (Maria
Edgeworth)_x000D_ Dangerous Liaisons (Pierre
Choderlos de Laclos)_x000D_ Evelina (Fanny
Burney)_x000D_ Cecilia (Fanny Burney)_x000D_
Camilla (Fanny Burney)_x000D_ The Wanderer
(Fanny Burney)_x000D_ Mary: A Fiction (Mary
Wollstonecraft)_x000D_ Pride and Prejudice
(Jane Austen)_x000D_ Sense and Sensibility
(Jane Austen)_x000D_ Mansfield Park (Jane
Austen)_x000D_ Emma (Jane Austen)_x000D_
Persuasion (Jane Austen)_x000D_ Miss
Marjoribanks (Mrs. Olifant)_x000D_ Phoebe,
Junior (Mrs. Olifant)_x000D_ Vanity Fair
(William Makepeace Thackeray)_x000D_ Pamela
(Samuel Richardson)_x000D_ Anti-Pamela (Eliza
Haywood)_x000D_ Shamela (Henry
Fielding)_x000D_ The Lady of the Camellias
(Alexandre Dumas)_x000D_ The Portrait of a
Lady (Henry James)_x000D_ The Wings of the
Dove (Henry James) _x000D_ Anna Karenina
(Leo Tolstoy)_x000D_ The Age of Innocence
(Edith Wharton)_x000D_ Jane Eyre (Charlotte
Brontë)_x000D_ Wuthering Heights (Emily
Brontë)_x000D_ The Tenant of Wildfell Hall
(Anne Brontë)_x000D_ Tess of the d'Urbervilles
(Thomas Hardy)_x000D_ Scarlet Letter
(Nathaniel Hawthorne)_x000D_ The Miranda
Trilogy (Grace Livingston Hill)
Beauty and the Brooding Lord - Sarah Mallory
2018-11-01
Ruined by a rake Rescued by the reclusive
baron! Following the death of his fiancée, Lord
Quinn swore off all matters of the heart. But
when he happens upon an innocent lady being
assaulted, his sense of honor insists he step in
and rescue her…even if that means marriage to
protect Serena’s reputation! But his new wife
remains distant, a stranger to his bed. Can
Quinn help Serena fight her demons, and finally
defeat his own? “A tender, emotionally satisfying
love story that deserves a recommendation.” —
All About Romance on The Ton’s Most Notorious
Rake “A charming tale of a cautious widow and
the libertine who wins her heart.” — RT Book
Reviews on The Ton’s Most Notorious Rake
A Lady, a Kiss, a Christmas Wish - Collette
Cameron 2020-11-27
Sometimes you have to take a few risks on the
road to happily ever after... He dared to defy
tradition... Lord Brandon Morrisette is a born
risk-taker. Instead of claiming his place in
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society, he became a physician to help the less
fortunate. So, when he sees a patient
mistreating her sweet, bright-eyed companion,
Brandon is determined to help bring some
holiday cheer into the poor girl's life. It's the
least he can do. But in truth, he'd like to do
much more for the kind-hearted beauty who so
easily captured his attention...and his heart. She
guards a scandalous secret... Joy Winterborne
can't afford to take risks. If anyone found out
about her past, she'd lose everything. And
getting fired from her companion job would
deprive her of the only bright spot in her
otherwise dreary life-the time she gets to spend
with the charming and oh-so-handsome Dr.
Morrisette. Of course, nothing can ever come of
her attraction to him. He's nobility, and she's
nobody. But that doesn't stop her silly heart
from wanting...more. With a little luck, some
mistletoe, and maybe even a Christmas wish,
can Brandon convince Joy to take the greatest
risk of all-falling in love? Secret, scandals, and
sigh-worthy romance. This historical holiday
romance by a USA Today bestselling author will
have you cheering Brandon and Joy on to their
much-deserved merry Christmas and happilyever-after. If you enjoy reading lovable rogues,
class difference, and opposites attract historical
romances with a pinch of mystery, a dash of
humor, and soul-searing emotion, then you'll
adore Collette Cameron's captivating
DAUGHTERS OF DESIRE (SCANDALOUS
LADIES) SERIES. Settle into your favorite
reading nook with your favorite beverage for a
page-turning, entertaining Regency world
adventure you can't put down. Though this book
can easily be read as a stand-alone, most readers
prefer to read the series in order. DAUGHTERS
OF DESIRE: A Lady, A Kiss, A Christmas Wish
No Lady for the Lord - Coming Soon! Love
Lessons for a Lady - Coming Soon! His One and
Only Lady - Coming Soon! CHECK OUT
COLLETTE'S OTHER SERIES: Castle Brides
Heart of a Scot Highland Heather Romancing a
Scot Seductive Scoundrels The Blue Rose
Regency Romances: The Culpepper Misses The
Honorable Rogues(R) Wicked Earls' Club
Vanity Fair - T.G. Bowles 1877
A Lady Without a Lord - Bliss Bennet 2016-09-15
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My Lady, My Lord - Katharine Ashe 2014-03
Book #1 in a new series of historical romances...
with a twist. The Bluestocking Lady Corinna
Mowbray has three passions: excellent books,
intelligent conversation, and disdaining the
libertine Earl of Chance. The Rake Lord Ian
Chance has three pleasures: beautiful women,
fast horses, and tormenting high-and-mighty
Corinna Mowbray. Neighbors for years, they've
been at each other's throats since they can
remember. But when a twist of fate forces them
to trade lives, how long will it be before they
discover they cannot live without each other?
An Arranged Marriage (The Company of
Rogues Series, Book 1) - Jo Beverley
2013-07-11
"Jo Beverley strains the boundaries of political
correctness . . . There is no denying Ms.
Beverley is a master storyteller and perhaps
because of this political incorrectness she
delivers a powerfully fresh stage for her story."
~Tara A. Green Ruined through her vile
brother's schemes, Eleanor Chivenham is offered
rescue by marriage to a rake with an infamous
French mistress. Eleanor accepts, determined to
treat the arranged marriage with cool dignity.
Then she meets Nicholas Delaney. Not only does
he stir her senses, but the trouble and pain
beneath his smooth exterior reaches her heart.
Nicholas is indeed troubled. While serving his
country by seducing secrets out of a French spy,
he is persuaded to marry Eleanor to protect his
family's honor. But such chivalry runs counter to
his carefully wrought rogue image, and extends
the life-threatening plots shadowing him to
Eleanor. To assist, Nicholas re-assembles the
Company of Rogues, a schoolboy group he
started years before. But not even they can
dampen Eleanor's fighting wit that is quickly
unmasking their enemy and testing Nicholas'
formidable will. From The Publisher: Author Jo
Beverley is known for her consumate attention
to historical detail that wisks the reader back in
time to a near first-hand experience. Fans of

Regency romance and historical British fiction
set in the 19th century, as well as readers of Jess
Michaels, Mary Balogh, Christi Caldwell,
Stephanie Laurens, Madeline Hunter and Mary
Jo Putney will want to read every book by Jo
Beverley. Best Regency Novel, Romantic Times
Bookrak Bestseller RITA, finalist "A splendid
love story... a veritable feast of delight. Bravo!"
~Romantic Times
Unforgivable - Joanna Chambers 2018-01-09
After a traumatic illness robs her of her looks,
Rose Davenport has little expectation of making
a good marriage—until her feckless father,
Miles, unexpectedly brokers a dazzling match
for her with the heir to the Earl of Stanhope.
Unfortunately, the marriage doesn’t live up to
her hopes. Instead of the kindly bridegroom
she’s expecting, Rose gets a sullen young
husband who can barely stand to look at her. Gil
Truman is in love with the beautiful Tilly when
his father informs him that he must instead
marry plain, sickly Rose. Forced to agree to the
marriage to recover the family fortune his father
lost to Miles Davenport in a game of cards, Gil is
bitter and heartbroken. Their wretched wedding
trip ends with him abandoning Rose at his
remote Northumbrian estate, intending never to
return. After five years of exile, Rose loses
patience and travels to London to make a bid at
seducing her errant, faithless husband. But their
first encounter at a masked ball changes
everything. When Rose learns the secret truth of
how Gil was blackmailed into their marriage, her
appetite for revenge dissolves. It’s too late to
turn back, though. Their night of passion has
had consequences that force Rose to confront Gil
again. Gil’s discovery that the lovely, masked
stranger he fell for is none other than his own
wife, leaves him feeling sick and betrayed. As for
Rose, she has deep wounds of her own from
years of Gil’s neglect. With such unpromising
beginnings, can Rose and Gil make any kind of
life together? Or are some wrongs too painful to
ever be forgiven?
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